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Since the 1950 invasion of the Republic of Korea by the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea, United States policy has been to provide leadership over the collective 

security commitment to the Republic of Korea by the International Community and to 

maintain friendly force compliance to the 1953 Armistice Agreement.  The strategic 

geopolitical conditions of the 1950s have evolved, with the United States and Republic 

of Korea political, economic and security relationships advancing far beyond the 

imagination and aspirations of leaders in the 1940s and 1950s.  This paper proposes 

that the United States Government conduct a formal review of its current and future 

national interests in both the unified command (United Nations Command) and the 

Armistice Agreement. In addition, this paper offers insights to United States Government 

decision makers on options and alternatives that are available so that a future policy 

change is nested within its wider Indo-Asia-Pacific national interests and policies. 

Change is both constant and inevitable, therefore, it is better for the United States 

Government to be active in designing and managing a conclusion in lieu of waiting for 

other stakeholders or inertia to drive an unmanaged end state.         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Answering the Korea Question: U.S. Government Policy toward the Unified 
Command and the Korean Armistice Agreement 

 

Introduction 

An independent, unified Korean state existed from 668 A.D. until 1905.  While there 

were periods during this time when the Korean state was in a tributary relationship with 

China, fractured, or was dominated by a foreign power, for the most part the nation 

remained unified and self-governing. However, since 1905 the Korean Peninsula has 

been dominated by foreign powers, or when independent and self-governing, remained 

divided.  During the Second World War, the Allied Powers established a post-conflict 

objective at the 1943 Cairo Conference for a “free and independent” Korea.   

Post-war politics served as a barrier to the Allied Powers, principally the United 

States (U.S.) and the Soviet Union (USSR), from realizing the stated objective regarding 

a unified and independent Korean state.  The U.S. attempted to utilize the newly 

established United Nations (UN) and the UN General Assembly (UNGA) “Korean 

Question” agenda item as a mechanism to ultimately resolve this Korean issue.  This 

ultimately failed, with the post-war occupation by the Allied Powers resulting in the 

bifurcation of the Korean Peninsula into rival claimant states.  The Republic of Korea 

(ROK) was established in the U.S. occupied zone following UN monitored elections, and 

the USSR installed a Communist government in their northern zone, the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK).     

Once the ROK and DPRK states were formed the U.S. and USSR withdrew their 

occupation forces.  In late June 1950 the DPRK invaded the ROK to forcibly unify the 

Peninsula.  The U.S. militarily intervened on behalf of the ROK.  Immediately the U.S. 
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marshalled support within the UN, gaining UN Security Council (UNSC) authorizations 

for a U.S. led, UN member state collective security intervention on behalf of the ROK.  

The U.S. Government (USG) established a unified command (United Nations Command 

or UNC) to lead the military force contributions provided by twenty UN member states 

and the ROK.  The DPRK received third party support, primarily through a People’s 

Republic of China (PRC) proxy force (Chinese People’s Volunteers or CPV), along with 

intelligence, military supplies and clandestine military forces from the USSR.1    

The conflict’s active hostilities lasted a little over three years, finally suspended via 

a military cease fire agreement between the respective commanders.  This Armistice 

Agreement was intended as a temporary measure to halt the fighting, in order to allow 

for the two Koreas and the relevant stakeholders in the conflict to conclude a political 

solution with an enduring peace regimen.  The attempts to reach a political solution 

collapsed in 1954, leaving the Armistice and a suspended state of hostilities in place for 

over six decades.      

This paper will examine and focus on the U.S. national interest in resolving the six 

decade legacy of the suspended state of hostilities on the Korean Peninsula.  The U.S. 

continues to lead the UNSC authorized UNC, underwriting the costs and risks of friendly 

compliance to the Armistice Agreement, even after primary responsibility for defending 

the ROK has been transferred to a bilateral U.S. / ROK Alliance command, the 

Combined Forces Command (CFC).  Presently there is little momentum to change this 

state of affairs, even though the geopolitical environment within Northeast Asia and the 

Korean Peninsula is fundamentally different than it was when the command was 

established and the cease fire was instituted in the early 1950s.   
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The DPRK’s Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) and Ballistic Missile (BM) 

programs are not addressed in this paper as considerations to be assessed by the USG 

regarding its future role and responsibilities toward the UNC and the Korean Armistice 

Agreement.  The question of the DPRK WMD and BM programs is separate from, and 

outside the scope of the UNC and the Armistice Agreement.2 

In many regards the U.S. national policy regarding these two instruments (UNC and 

the Armistice) remain trapped in early Cold War legacies.  They are both a relic that 

correspondingly inhibits the evolution of the bilateral U.S. / ROK security relationship, 

yet in a broader sense might remain relevant for the U.S. in the contemporary world in 

that solving the Korea Question may weaken the U.S. regional position vis-a-vis other 

Northeast Asian powers such as the PRC.  The seventieth anniversary of the UNC’s 

founding is rapidly approaching, and almost forty years since the UNC divested all but 

its Armistice responsibilities to the U.S. / ROK Alliance.  It is therefore appropriate for 

the USG to conduct a major reassessment of its continued national interest in both 

retaining leadership of the UNC and underwriting the costs and risks of maintaining 

friendly force compliance to the Armistice Agreement.  Ultimately these present-day 

costs and risks must be balanced against the wider long-term U.S. national interests in 

the Indo-Asia-Pacific.   
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Background 

Origin of the U.S. National Interest in the UNC. 

Since the Cairo Declaration in 1943, the consistent U.S. national policy toward the 

Korean Peninsula has been an eventual unified, independent, and democratic Korea.3  

The combined effects of the Cold War and Korean War, including their unresolved 

vestiges, have significantly complicated the realization of this USG policy for over sixty 

years.  From 1945 through 1947 the USG focused on achieving this policy goal 

bilaterally with the USSR, namely through the December 1945 Moscow Agreement.4  

When that failed the USG turned to the UN.   

The USSR opposed handing over the Korea Question to the UN on legal grounds.  

Per the UN Charter, the governments primarily responsible for the defeat of an enemy 

power during the Second World War retained the responsibility for determining the 

terms of the peace settlement.5  When the UNGA took up the issue over USSR 

protests, the Soviet response was to bar the UN Temporary Commission on Korea from 

conducting activities within the USSR occupied Korean zone.  Despite this barrier, 

elections were held on May 10, 1948 in the U.S. occupied half of the Korean Peninsula, 

south of the 38th Parallel.   

Earlier in 1947, the USG concluded that the Korean Peninsula was not a vital 

national interest.  While the U.S. occupied zone (officially the ROK after 1948) was to be 

supported, it would not be defended.  This internal USG calculation was publicized later 

in January 1950 when the U.S. Secretary of State excluded the ROK from the U.S. 

defense perimeter in the Pacific.6  From 1947 to 1953, the U.S. deliberately utilized the 
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mechanisms of the UN to pursue the U.S. policy toward Korea, with the UNC as the 

preferred USG instrument within the ROK after 1950.   

With approval by the USSR and the PRC, the DPRK invaded the ROK on June 25, 

1950.7  The ROK Army quickly collapsed in the face of the DPRK Korean People’s 

Army (KPA) assault.8  In a bold policy shift, the USG decided to intervene militarily in the 

conflict on behalf of the ROK.9  A dominant consideration at the time held by many free-

world leaders, although not necessarily appreciated as much in the present day, was 

the “necessity of upholding the UN system of collective security.”10   

The UN was less than five years old and the failure of its predecessor, the League of 

Nations, to halt aggression in the 1930s was a major factor in the U.S. (and other 

nations) decision making calculus in 1950.  Consequently, the USG aggressively 

advanced the issue of unprovoked aggression by the DPRK to the UNSC as a 

significant threat to international peace and security.  The majority of the non-

Communist UN member states readily accepted the proactive U.S. leadership on this 

collective security issue.   

The UNSC was able to take up the issue of aggression against the ROK only 

because the USSR’s representative had boycotted the UNSC forum since January 1950 

over the issue of the Chinese seat with the UN.  The USSR continued its boycott of the 

UNSC through the month of July, despite requests by the UN Secretary General to 

return.  For a little over a month, 37 days in total, the U.S. and its supporters exercised 

unfettered domination of the UNSC during the initial UN response to the DPRK 

invasion.  This non-participation by the USSR allowed for the UNSC to achieve, for a 
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brief time, the UN Charter aspiration for the UNSC to serve as a check on breaches of 

peace and acts of aggression.   

The UNSC passed two resolutions (UNSCR) in rapid succession following the DPRK 

invasion.  The first called for a cessation of hostilities and the second provided the 

authorization to individual UN member states for the use of military force in support of 

the ROK.  The below tables provides key information on the first two UNSCRs passed. 

   

UNSCR 8211 

June 25, 

195012 

 Condemned the DPRK invasion of the ROK.   

 Called for: an “immediate cessation of hostilities,” the DPRK to 

“withdraw” its forces, and for UN member states to “render 

assistance.”   

UNSCR 82 called for a cessation of hostilities and branded the DPRK as the 
aggressor.   

Source: Created by Author 

 

UNSCR 8313 

June 27, 

1950 

 Reaffirmed UNSCR 82.  

 Requested UN member states to provide assistance to the ROK "to 

repel the armed attack and to restore international peace and 

security to the area." 

UNSCR 83 called for UN member states to render military assistance to the ROK and 
for a return to the status quo ante.  

Source: Created by Author 
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By early July 1950, the ROK military effectively collapsed and the ROK Government 

(ROKG) had evacuated its national capital.  The UN Secretary General advanced the 

idea on July 3rd for UN member states to place their forces under a unified command in 

order to synchronize and control UN support being provided to the ROK.  The U.S. 

already had a unified command in the field in support of the ROK, the U.S. Far East 

Command (FEC) under General of the Army Douglas MacArthur.  Several UN member 

nations had already placed their air and sea forces under the control of the FEC after 

UNSCR 83 was passed.14   

On July 7, 1950, the UNSC requested UN member nations to place their military 

forces under a U.S. led unified command and for the U.S. to designate a commander.  

The UNSC also authorized the use of the UN flag during the course of the unified 

command’s operations.  The unified command’s guidance and direction remained the 

exclusive purview of the USG, with no direct linkage to the UN or the UNSC.  The only 

nominal connection retained by the UNSC to the unified command, was through the 

USG and the request for reports on the activities of the command.  The USG readily 

accepted the responsibility for the leading the unified command in the first UNSC 

authorized collective security operation.  The below table provides additional key 

information on UNSCR 84, which authorized the U.S. leadership over the UN collective 

security mission in Korea. 
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UNSCR 8415 

July 7,  

1950 

 Reaffirmed UNSCR 82 and 83.   

 Requested UN member states to “provide military forces and other 

assistance”  “to a unified command under the U.S.”16  

 Requested the U.S. to “appoint a commander of these forces” and 

to provide “reports” on the unified command’s activities.17   

 Authorized the U.S. unified command to “fly the UN flag in the 

course of operations.”18 

The USG accepted the responsibility for leading UN member nation’s forces in Korea, 
but insisted that it retain complete executive control over the unified command.  
Actions taken under UNSCR 84 were not taken under Article 42, which is why the 
resolution requested action in lieu of directing action or appointing a unified 
commander. However, despite the action not being an Article 42 UN mission, the 
UNSC did bestow this unified command the authority to use the UN flag as a symbol. 
UNSCR 84 includes “no provision for any continued UN supervision” of the 
subsequent actions by the unified command, save the request for reports from the 
USG.19      

Source: Created by Author 

 

Following the July 7 UNSC request, the U.S. President designated General 

MacArthur as the commander of “UN forces” in Korea.20  The ROK President then 

placed his entire armed forces under the unified command’s control.21  The USG 

established a separate and distinct unified command on July 24, 1950, designating it as 

the UNC.22  Despite its given name, this command largely remained a U.S. military 

command exclusively staffed by U.S. service members.  Multinational equities within 

UNC Headquarters were represented by a Liaison Group from the contributing 

nations,23 and one multinational officer appointed by the United Kingdom from 1952-

1956.24  Ultimately twenty UN and non-UN member nations, referred to as the UNC 

Sending States, placed their contributing force contingents under the operational control 

of the USG unified command during the course of the 1950-1953 war.25 
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The DPRK invasion resulted in a terrible humanitarian crisis in the ROK.  The UNSC 

members recognized that the unified command was on the ground, and best positioned 

to lead and implement civil relief efforts by the international community in lieu of creating 

a stand-alone UN mission.26  UNSCR 85 was passed on July 31, 1950, and was 

ultimately the last action taken by the UNSC during the course of the war and final 

guidance to the UNC (USG) on the prosecution of its collective security mission.   

The below table provides additional key information on UNSCR 85. 

UNSCR 8527 

July 31, 

1950 

 Requested the U.S. unified command to “exercise responsibility for” 

and to “establish” “procedures” for providing relief to Korean 

civilians and to provide the UNSC with “reports, as appropriate, on 

its relief activities.”   

 Called on UN agencies and non-governmental organizations to 

provide assistance and relief per the request by the unified 

command. 

While the resolution did not specifically confine the authorization to the confines of the 
ROK, the unified command’s authority was limited per UNSCR 82 and 83 to the pre-
conflict ROK territory.  So despite some periodic assertions, UNSCR 85 did not 
extend the unified command’s authority north of the 38th Parallel.  However, UNSCR 
85 broadened of the unified command’s mission focus beyond military affairs, opening 
the door for the USG to utilize the unified command for wider purposes in a more 
whole of government approach within the ROK.      

Source: Created by Author 

 

The USSR continued its boycott of the UNSC over the UN Chinese membership 

issue until August 1, 1950.28  When the USSR’s UN representative returned, the 

UNSC’s active participation in the Korean War and with the UNC ended.  Thereafter all 

measurable action in the UN was conducted by the UNGA.  The UNC’s organizational 
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underpinnings and its raison d’etre are indelibly linked to this near open-ended UNSC 

guidance.   

Throughout the UNC’s existence the USG has provided all strategic guidance and 

conducted all decision-making for the UNC.  The USG has been very protective of this 

role in the plans and operations of the command.  However, relatively early in the war, 

the USG did reach out and attempt to incorporate UNC Sending State interests into its 

decision making process.  At the end of November 1950, following the massive 

intervention by the CPV into the conflict, the U.S. Department of State initiated a series 

of informal conferences in Washington D.C. with several resident Sending State 

Ambassadors.  The original purpose was to provide the USG perspective and insight on 

the Korean conflict.  “Intelligence briefings” and “summaries of current operations” were 

provided.  This informal forum grew in size, transitioning to regular meetings, later 

gaining the designation of the “Committee of Sixteen.”  This body also served as an 

opportunity for the Sending States to provide regularized Government to Government 

dialogue on the strategic direction of the war effort.29    
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UN Bases in Japan. 

When the Korean conflict started, the U.S. was still occupying Japan following the 

Second World War.  Japan’s proximity to the Korean Peninsula proved critical to the 

UNC war effort, both as a staging ground and a logistical base.  By September 1951, 

Japan had negotiated to regain its sovereignty through the Treaty of San Francisco.  

Included in the treaty’s notes, was an agreement that Japan would continue the basing 

and logistical arrangement in support of the UNC mission.  On February 19, 1954, these 

notes were formalized into the "Agreement Regarding the Status of United Nations 

Forces in Japan," more commonly referred to as the UN-Government of Japan (GOJ) 

Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA).30  This was a multilateral agreement facilitated by 

the USG with the GOJ.  Individual UNC Sending State nations joined the agreement, 

but executive agent responsibility remained with the U.S.31   

The GOJ continues to honor the 1954 UN-GOJ SOFA, which extends base access 

and legal protections to UNC Sending States signatories.  These seven designated 

UNC bases remain essential to the multinational UNC force contributing expeditionary 

military forces and humanitarian aid to the ROK in times of crisis and hostilities.32  The 

UNC Rear command has included UNC Sending State service members on the residual 

staff since UNC headquarters displaced to Korea from Japan in 1957.33  

Under provisions of the UN-GOJ SOFA, the UNC is required to notify the Japanese 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs when activity falling under the UN-GOJ SOFA is taking place. 

If needed, additional UN bases can be requested through UN-GOJ Joint Board (SOFA 

Committee). Logistical support at the bases for visiting or transiting UNC Sending State 

forces are provided by U.S. Forces Japan (USFJ) through bilateral Acquisition and 
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Cross-servicing Support Agreements (ACSA), or through ship chandlers (private 

contracting) facilitated by USFJ.34  

Today, the UNC bases in Japan are hidden in plain sight, but remain a strategic 

resource to the USG and other friendly forces in any resumption of hostilities on the 

Korean Peninsula.  In military terms, the UNC bases in Japan provide two significant 

benefits to the USG and its national interests in the region.   

First and foremost, the UNC bases allow the USG to rapidly and easily leverage its 

existing U.S. base structure in Japan for use by other multinational coalition members in 

a Korea contingency.  It does this by maintaining the required legal agreements and 

mechanisms to allow for immediate deployment by the multinational force in crisis.  

Furthermore, in strictly military terms it cannot be overstated just how important 

logistical and staging bases outside the immediate combat zone are to expeditionary 

operations, particularly by what are typically non-expeditionary forces (majority of UNC 

Sending States) that are deploying from outside the immediate region.   

Secondly, and just as important as the first major point, the UN / GOJ SOFA and the 

UNC bases provide important linkage (justification) for the GOJ to support U.S. and 

multinational military operations in a Korean theater from Japan.  This linkage is above 

and beyond what the “Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security Between Japan and 

the United States of America,” also referred to as the U.S. / GOJ MDT, provide to the 

GOJ as justification for supporting a military campaign that does not directly threaten 

Japanese interests.  Without a doubt the GOJ has to deal with significant pacifist 

affinities within its domestic audience.  The UN / GOJ SOFA provides the GOJ and the 

U.S. a narrative that the operations are in support of the UN and its 1950 UNSCRs.  
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While arguably this is a thin justification to some, this linkage will be critically important 

to the GOJ as it addresses legal constraints associated with Article IX of its Constitution 

and to continue Japanese support for the USG (UNC) effort in a Korea contingency.35     
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The Korean Armistice Agreement. 

When the Armistice Agreement was concluded the UNC Commander endorsed the 

cease fire on behalf of all friendly forces operating under the UNC’s control. The USG 

provided all negotiating guidance to the UNC throughout the course of the 

negotiations.36  The military commanders from the opposing side, the CPV and the 

KPA, co-signed for the Communist forces.37   

The Armistice Agreement established a four kilometer wide Demilitarized Zone 

(DMZ) to separate the opposing forces, and established three commissions to 

supervise, observe, inspect and/or investigate the cease fire agreement’s terms.  The 

three commissions include the Military Armistice Commission (MAC), the Neutral 

Nations Supervisory Commission (NNSC), and the Neutral Nations Repatriation 

Commission (NNRC). 

The MAC was established to supervise the implementation of the Armistice terms 

within the DMZ, investigate violations, and report to their commanders.38 The MAC 

consists of members from both sides and is not a neutral body.  The UNC’s MAC 

members work for the UNC Commander and ensure UNC’s equities are represented 

and addressed in enforcing the Armistice.  The KPA/CPV’s MAC members perform the 

same tasks for the opposing side.  Compliance is the responsibility of each party and 

the MAC serves as a forum to discuss issues between the two sides, similar to a 

standing crisis management system. UNC is responsible to the KPA and CPV for 

friendly compliance to the Armistice Agreement, and the KPA and CPV have the same 

responsibility to UNC for their force’s compliance.  UNC does not have neutral oversight 

over the Armistice Agreement.39 
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The NNSC was established to carry out reciprocal supervision, observation, 

inspection, and investigation functions as stipulated in sub-paragraphs 13(c) and 13(d), 

and as requested by the MAC in paragraph 28 on both sides (outside) of the DMZ.40  

The UNC nominated representatives from Switzerland and Sweden to conduct NNSC 

duties in the DPRK, while the KPA and CPV nominated Poland and Czechoslovakia to 

conduct the NNSC duties in the ROK.41  Each respective side was limited to five 

declared ports of entry / exit for the NNSC to monitor compliance with paragraph 13(d) 

of the Armistice Agreement.  Jointly manned mobile teams were also established to 

investigate allegations of violations to the Armistice Agreement upon joint decision by 

the NNSC, either independently determined by the NNSC members or per the MAC’s 

request as authorized in paragraph 28.   

The NNRC was established to supervise the terms of the exchange of prisoners.  

The NNRC consisted of the four aforementioned NNSC member nations, but also 

included a fifth neutral nation, India.  India’s active participatory and neutral role in the 

NNRC process served as a tie-breaker when the four other members deadlocked over 

an issue, ultimately resulting in the NNRC fulfilling its mission.42  The NNRC officially 

ended its duties successfully through its supervision of the prisoner exchange, 

disbanding on February 21, 1954.43 

No document or agreement is ever perfect, which is why the Armistice Agreement 

was designed to be a living document, responsive to the military commanders to 

address gaps as they were identified.  The mechanism in place for the two sides to 

bilaterally implement changes is through negotiated supplementary agreements to the 

Armistice.  Over the life of the cease fire, the Armistice Agreement has been clarified, 
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added to, and in some cases specific clauses have been abrogated.  Changes require 

the consent of all active signatories for them to be valid.  However, unilateral 

withdrawal, suspension or abrogation from specific paragraphs and sub-paragraphs has 

been established in multiple precedents since the mid-1950s.  Typically changes have 

been negotiated and line-item withdrawal notification has occurred via the MAC forum, 

although in some cases it has occurred via an official letter. 

One unique aspect of the Armistice Agreement, as a military-to-military accord, is 

that it affords direct Commander-to-Commander dialogue.  This dialogue is doctrinally 

similar to the granting of direct liaison authority (DIRLAUTH), in which a Commander 

does not require approval from a higher authority to directly consult or coordinate 

action.44  There are a multitude of examples throughout the post-Armistice period of 

Commander-to-Commander correspondence separate from or to reinforce dialogue 

within the MAC.45 
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Evolution of the U.S. / ROK Relationship. 

After the Armistice Agreement was concluded in 1953, the U.S. continued to utilize 

the UNC as its primary security instrument in Korea through 1978.  However, 66 days 

following the implementation of the Armistice Agreement, the U.S. and ROK 

Governments concluded a Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT).  This MDT established a 

bilateral frame of reference for the U.S. / ROK security relationship, setting in motion a 

distinct bilateral relationship separate from the UNSC-sanctioned, U.S.-led UNC 

mission.46  The MDT is the capstone document for the U.S. / ROK security relationship 

and serves as the bilateral relationship’s legal foundation.47  The MDT provides linkage 

between the two countries and is intended to guide their security relationship by 

providing the overall conceptual framework, purpose, and scope.48  In particular, the 

MDT provides the ROKG legal justification for continued stationing of U.S. forces in 

Korea. 

The MDT was an aspirational document when it was drafted, reflecting an 

anticipated future security relationship envisioned by the U.S. strategy for prosecuting 

the Cold War, U.S. National Security Council Report 68 (NSC 68).  NSC 68 envisioned 

the U.S. defending and facilitating the build-up of the political, economic and military 

strength of the free world.49 While the ROK was a weak, dependent, junior security 

partner in the fall of 1953, the MDT was drafted not necessarily for the present, instead 

for a future reality where the ROK was an active contributing member of the free world.  

As such, the MDT was purposely drafted as a reciprocal, defensive, and Pacific oriented 

relationship.50  The MDT entered into force on November 17, 1954 following ratification 

by both governments, an exchange of notes, and conclusion of “Agreed Minutes 
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Relating to Continued Cooperation in Economic and Military Matters.”51  The most 

significant outcome from the post-ratification agreements was the clarification of Article 

I, II, and III, along with retention of the ROK armed forces under the operational control 

of the UNC. 

By the late 1960s the foundation of the U.S. / ROK relationship had materially 

changed.  The ROK was economically on the rise, wanting to participate more in its 

defense, while the U.S. was looking for and expecting more from its security partners.  

From 1968 through 1978, the U.S. and ROK implemented a series of independent and 

inter-connected modifications to the operating construct in the ROK (Appendix A: 

Evolution from UNC to CFC).  During this period the USG attempted to end the UNC 

mission by transferring the UNC responsibilities with the Armistice Agreement to a 

bilateral U.S. / ROK successor command (Appendix B: USG Effort to Disestablish 

UNC).  Ultimately the USG effort failed, largely over the DPRK’s refusal to consider 

such an action absent a political solution to the Armistice Agreement.52    

By 1978, the bilateral U.S. / ROK relationship had evolved from one of dependence 

to partnership.  The two treaty Allies formally established an integrated defense 

command, the U.S. / ROK CFC, to assume the defense of Korea mission from the 

UNC.53  While this change was significant, the most transformative issue within the 

relationship was the switch from unilateral U.S. decision making to bilateral decision 

making.  

Bilateral decision making within the U.S. / ROK security relationship was manifested 

by the introduction of a Military Committee.  This Military Committee serves as the 

higher authority for the U.S. / ROK Alliance Command, CFC.  The Military Committee 
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performs the following five functions. First, it develops and transmit strategic direction 

and missions to Commander CFC from the ROK and U.S. Governments.  Second, it 

provides a channel of communication between the two governments and Commander 

CFC.  Next, it responds to guidance from the ROK and U.S. Governments for urgent 

matters.  Fourth, it makes recommendations to the two governments concerning the 

military forces under the operational control of Commander CFC.  Lastly, the Military 

Committee provides appropriate support for the strategic plans of both country’s 

governments.54 

The Military Committee consists of two sessions, a plenary session and a permanent 

session.  The Military Committee’s plenary session generally meets annually, at a forum 

call the Military Committee Meeting (MCM). However, throughout its history it has on 

occasion skipped meeting yearly and in other cases formally met twice in the same 

calendar year.  The Military Committee permanent session is a standing body that 

resides on the Korean Peninsula and consists of the Senior U.S. Military Officer 

Assigned to Korea (SUSMOAK) representing the U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff (CJCS), and the ROK CJCS.55 Both Military Committee sessions are equally 

empowered to make decisions and provide guidance and direction to CFC.56  See 

below for a contemporary diagram on the U.S. / ROK Military Committee.   
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U.S. / ROK Alliance Military Committee 

 

Source: Created by Author from multiple sources.57 

 

From 1978 to 1994, the UNC and CFC coexisted, with UNC responsible for friendly 

compliance to the Armistice Agreement, and CFC responsible for the deterrence and 

defense missions.  The U.S. withdrew most of the personnel assigned for duty to the 

UNC and remissioned them for duty to the CFC staff, effectively leaving behind only the 

UNC Commander, the UNC MAC, and its supporting Secretariat.  Recognizing that 
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additional staff were required to adequately perform UNC Armistice functions, the CFC 

Commander appointed several U.S. and ROK members of the CFC staff to perform 

UNC duties.58    

As part of the 1978 transition, the ROKG withdrew operational control of its armed 

forces from UNC and placed them under CFC.  A dichotomy then existed in that UNC 

had the responsibility to enforce the Armistice, but did not have direct authority to do so.  

Mechanisms were established to address this problem, however the simultaneous 

appointment of a single senior general officer to command both UNC and CFC allowed 

for a single individual to address both competing imperatives.   

However, in 1994 the ROKG withdrew operational control over its armed forces from 

CFC and retained it under a ROK unified command, the ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff 

(JCS).  Thereafter, ROK JCS became the responsible headquarters for the deterrence 

and initial defense of Korea during Armistice and early crisis periods.  Despite this 

change, CFC remained the designated responsible headquarters for the defense of the 

ROK during hostilities and the prosecution of the combined defense campaign.   

Recognizing that CFC needed linkages to ROK forces during Armistice, the ROKG 

delegated CFC Combined Delegated Authority (CODA), a nominal linkage to ensure the 

operational readiness of designated ROK Armed Forces.59  See below for a post-1994 

diagram on UNC relationships during Armistice to relevant higher and adjacent unified 

commands, departments and agencies.  
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Post-1994 UNC Relationships (Armistice) 

 

Source: Created by Author from multiple sources.60 

 

The UNC, CFC and ROK JCS missions by and large complement each other, 

although there is a natural friction inherent in the relationship.  The root of this friction 

emanates from the opposing sides (KPA / CPV) flagrant violations of the Armistice 

Agreement.  For friendly powers the Armistice Agreement is a restraining mechanism, 

while for the opposing side it apparently is not.61  Over the course of the Armistice 

Agreement’s sixty years, the DPRK in particular has apparently concluded that the 

threshold for U.S. and ROK military action was quite high, simply assuming that the 

U.S. and ROK did not want to resume active hostilities unless absolutely forced to.  This 

has in many cases emboldened the DPRK leadership toward aggressive action and the 

tactical employment of “the rationality of irrationality.”62  In this regard, the friendly force 
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friction is between compliance, deterrence, and response to DPRK provocations and 

attacks.   

Prior to 1978, the USG decided unilaterally on actions to take or not to take.  From 

1978 to 1994, the decision calculus was predominantly bilateral, however the USG 

retained some unilateral controls via the UNC responsibility to the Armistice Agreement.  

After 1994, the ROKG also had a unilateral decision-making role in addition to the 

bilateral mechanisms for CFC.  ROKG transition from a military government to a 

democratically elected civilian government in 1987 unleashed domestic audience 

passions into the post-1994 calculus that previously had been constrained by the 

military junta since 1961.      

For the most part, the UNC and its legacies moved into the shadows after 1978, 

replaced by the bilateral U.S. / ROK Alliance and its mechanisms.  In 1953 the ROKG 

agreed to comply with the terms of the Armistice, and does so to this day.  However, the 

ROKG’s reason for doing so is more tied to the U.S. national interest in the Armistice, 

than reminisces of a sixty year old decision made in the final days of the conflict prior to 

the Armistice.  For the ROKG, continued compliance to the Armistice is the cost of an 

Alliance with the U.S.  While the USG reserves the right to unilaterally act, it prefers to 

conduct military action with some semblance of internationally recognized justification 

for the use of force, particularly as it messages its own domestic audience.  The 

Armistice Agreement provides the USG with such a justification, for whoever breaches 

the terms will be designated as the aggressor, constituting an internationally recognized 

breach of peace.63   
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Starting in late 2002, first under the Future of the Alliance (FOTA) and then later 

under the Security Policy Initiative (SPI) rubrics, the U.S. and ROK embarked on a 

pathway to jointly develop a common framework to “modernize, strengthen and 

transform” the Alliance.64  Beginning in 2006, the U.S. and ROK started on a path to 

transform their Alliance command and control construct following a bilateral Command 

Relations Study (CRS).  The original plan was to proceed with a parallel command 

construct (separate and distinct ROK-supported / U.S.-supporting commands), but still 

operating under the bilateral Military Committee established in 1978.65  The 

transformation was scheduled to take place in 2012, but was delayed in the aftermath of 

the 2010 attacks by the DPRK.66  

Ultimately, the U.S. and ROK were dissatisfied with the parallel command construct, 

opting in 2013 to retain an integrated Alliance command.67  Despite the similarity of this 

new operating construct to the existing CFC, the two Allies decided to build a new 

command from the ground up in order to not be constrained by holdover interests within 

the CFC.  Later in 2014 and 2015, the two Allies refined their ongoing transformation 

initiative, by pursuing a conditions-based vice time based approach.68  While no timeline 

has been established, both parties involved have tacitly recognized that if executed 

according to plan and budget, will likely require until at least the mid-2020’s to 

implement.  

One of the consequences of the UNC transitioning into the shadows after 1978 was 

organizational decay.  Absent a dedicated workforce, combined with the primacy of the 

Alliance Command in senior leader considerations left the UNC adrift for extended 

periods of time.  The post-2006 environment, when the U.S. and ROK pursued a 
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parallel command construct, exacerbated this circumstance.  UNC (and CFC) ceded 

authority and organizational focus to USFK / Korea Command (KORCOM) and ROK 

JCS as they were the command vehicles of the future.69  In order to address the 

organizational and operational gaps within the UNC, the command initiated a 

“revitalization” enterprise in spring 2015.  This UNC Revitalization was intended to 

leverage the “untapped potential” of the command and the Sending States toward 

stability and security on the Korean Peninsula and Northeast Asia.70  This venture was 

limited in scope, in that it did not seek to expand the command’s mission or 

responsibilities.  Instead, the revitalization initiative was intended to shore up the 

command’s inadequacies by addressing the organizational and operational gaps in 

order to provide greater support to the CFC.71    

FOTA, SPI and the ensuing post-2006 Alliance Transformation effort has been a 

conscious effort by the U.S. and ROK to modify their security relationship to reflect 

current realities and define the future relationship.  Both countries recognized the 

underlying environmental conditions had changed, and it was necessary to adapt the 

relationship.72  While both countries agreed that change was necessary, they differ on 

certain aspects of the transformation and their relationship into the future.73  Throughout 

the last decade the two Allies have achieved common ground in many areas, but still 

fundamentally disagree on extending the security relationship beyond the DPRK threat.  

At issue are competing visions of the future relationship – the U.S. desires to expand 

the relationship off the Korean Peninsula while the ROK prefers to keep the Alliance 

focused on the DPRK.74  Yet, despite long-standing policy and vision divergences 

between the two Allies, these U.S. / ROK problems pale compared to other Alliances 
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the U.S. is engaged in.75  Both nations find value in not only continuing, but expending 

significant organizational energy to transform the relationship for the post-2030 

environment.76     
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Key Periods in Inter-Korean and Diplomatic Relations. 

Since their respective founding in 1948, both Koreas viewed the other as illegitimate.  

Outside of public statements and messages conveyed through surrogates, there was no 

direct dialogue between the two nations until 1960.  In April 1960 a massive student 

uprising resulted in the removal of the increasingly autocratic ROK President Rhee.  

President Rhee was replaced by another democratic, civilian government.  The DPRK 

and ROK held secret talks between October 1960 and August 1961, marking the first 

official Government-to-Government dialogue between the two Koreas.77   

On May 16, 1961, the ROK military executed a coup d’état against the new civilian 

ROKG.  While the DPRK leadership was initially hopeful that the ROK military leaders 

might pursue a “progressive policy” that would be more agreeable and conciliatory to 

reunification of the Peninsula, their hopes were soon dashed.  The ROK military 

government proved more autocratic (while holding similar anti-communist convictions) 

than the Rhee regime that was displaced the year prior.78 

After a series of official sub-ministerial government contacts in May and June 1972, 

representatives from the ROK and DPRK signed a “joint communique” on July 4, 1972. 

This communique established agreed upon principles of non-aggression and peaceful 

unification.  These 1972 meetings were groundbreaking at the time in that they served 

as the first major bilateral agreement between the ROK and DPRK since their separate 

founding in 1948.  However, within months the gains achieved through the dialogue 

stalled and then collapsed as each nation expressed differing interpretations of the 

agreement and the pathway forward.  Notwithstanding, this dialogue serves as a 

foundational step toward normalization of the relationship between these two nations. 
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Major changes to the international system after 1989 led to several historic 

diplomatic events for the two Koreas.  These events are often overshadowed by the 

collapse of the USSR and the Communist bloc.  The first event occurred on September 

30, 1990, with the USSR establishing diplomatic relations with the ROK.  This ground-

breaking move set the stage for the international recognition of the two Koreas on 

September 17, 1991, when the UNGA simultaneously admitted both the ROK and 

DPRK as UN member states.79  The admittance of the ROK and DPRK created a 

paradox that is not often discussed – it left the UN, with a UN-flagged belligerent force 

(UNC), in a state of suspended hostilities (the Armistice Agreement) on behalf of one 

UN member state (ROK) against another UN member state (DPRK).80   

The diplomatic efforts within the UN body, were paralleled by a renewed diplomatic 

effort amongst the two Koreas, the first since their abortive 1972 effort.  On December 

13, 1991, the “Agreement on Reconciliation, Non-aggression, Exchange and 

Cooperation”, also referred to as the “Basic Agreement”, was signed between the ROK 

and DPRK.  The Basic Agreement served as bilateral de jure recognition of each other’s 

system, internal affairs, and an agreement to transform the Armistice Agreement into a 

state of peace.81  A month later in January 1992, the two Koreas also concluded the 

“Joint Declaration of Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula,” which was intended to 

keep both Korean state’s nuclear programs non-militarized / weaponized and for no 

weapons by third parties to be stationed on the Peninsula.82  These last flickers of hope 

for a lasting peace on the Korean peninsula stalled again, this time over the DPRK’s 

clandestine nuclear program aspirations, which resulted in a full-blown crisis by 1994.83   
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Another major event in the early 1990s involved the normalization of relations on 

August 24, 1992 between the ROK and PRC.  This action served as another significant 

shift of Korean War participants away from the legacy of the Korean War.  In particular, 

this diplomatic act by the PRC continued its evolution away from the vestiges of the war 

and the Armistice Agreement. The final move by the PRC to close the book on that 

chapter in its history was taken in late 1994, when it assumed the national position that 

a peaceful settlement in Korea had been achieved by disbanding the CPV.84  

The U.S., ROK, and majority of UNC Sending States did not establish relations with 

the DPRK at the end of the Cold War.  It wasn’t until 2000 and 2001 that the majority of 

the UNC Sending States established diplomatic relations with the DPRK. Only the 

United Kingdom maintains a resident embassy in Pyongyang.  The other Sending State 

Governments maintain non-resident missions within the DPRK, predominantly through 

their resident missions in Beijing, Seoul, or Hanoi.  Of the 22 nations that fought with the 

UNC in 1950 to repel DPRK and CPV forces, only three (the U.S., ROK and France) 

have not established diplomatic relations with the DPRK. 

In June 2000, the leaders for the ROK and DPRK met for the first time, when the two 

chief executives held an Inter-Korean Summit in Pyongyang. Prior to this, the 

governmental chief executives had only met with representatives.  This ground-breaking 

summit resulted in a joint declaration consisting of four points, of which the agreement 

to conduct family reunions and the establishment of a foundation to achieve economic 

cooperation were perhaps the most important outcomes.85  The summit later became a 

ROK domestic scandal when it came to light that the ROKG had secretly paid the DPRK 

$200 million to participate in the summit.86     
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In early October 2007, the ROK President and DPRK leader held a second Inter-

Korean Summit.  On October 4th, both leaders signed an eight-point declaration on 

peace and prosperity.87  Similar to the past high-level meetings and agreements, this 

dialogue and the steps toward normalization between the ROK and DPRK stalled 

afterward.  As late as the summer of 2010, following the investigation and conclusion 

that the DPRK had sunk the Cheonan earlier in the year, the ROKG was still extending 

an olive branch, hoping to ultimately reach a grand bargain for peace and an eventual 

reunification with its northern neighbor.88  ROKG policy toward the DPRK hardened 

considerably following the DPRK’s artillery bombardment of Yeonpyong-do in 

November 2010.   

The economic recovery of the two Koreas was uneven for roughly the first decade 

following the implementation of the Armistice Agreement.  Industrialization and 

economic progress within the DPRK far exceeded growth rates in the ROK.  However, 

growth rates and development within the ROK dramatically accelerated in the latter 

1960s, with the ROK Gross Domestic Product (GDP) surpassing the DPRK by 1969.89  

By 2015, the ROK has transformed itself into the world’s #11 economy, while the DPRK 

slipped to 113th.90  The Centre for Economic and Business Research estimates that the 

ROK will continue its economic rise, climbing to the world’s #7 economy by 2030.91     
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Cracks within the Armistice Agreement Framework. 

While the Armistice Agreement halted large scale active hostilities, it has left an 

uneasy peace for over sixty years.  For the most part hostilities have been small 

engagements, skirmishes below the platoon level and not involving heavy weaponry.  

Most of the engagements have been initiated by the DPRK.  Despite the routine flare-

ups in hostilities, a steady state of affairs, has established itself on the Korean 

Peninsula.  A de facto peace regimen has taken hold, in place of the de jure 

mechanisms established by the Armistice Agreement.  Contrary to the public rhetoric, 

the majority of the Armistice Agreement mechanisms put in place in 1953 no longer 

function.   

The NNRC completed its mission in 1954.  The NNSC, the other neutral party 

mechanism, from the start never functioned as intended.  The opposing side did not use 

their designated ports of entry and obstructed NNSC movements within the DPRK.  By 

1956, the NNSC was relegated to conducting internal meetings and reviewing reports 

provided by the respective parties.92   

Starting in May 1991, the KPA refused to accept further report submissions from the 

NNSC.  The DPRK Ministry of Foreign Affairs notified the Czechoslovakian and Polish 

NNSC delegations in July 1991 that their NNSC mission had ended.  The dissolution of 

the Czechoslovakia into the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic in 1993 resulted in 

the DPRK expelling the Czechoslovakian NNSC delegation despite an agreement by 

the Czech Republic and Slovakia that the Czech Republic would be the successor to 

the former Czechoslovakian NNSC Delegation.  The Czech delegation abandoned their 

facilities in the DPRK because of KPA pressure and inability to travel within the DPRK.93   
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The KPA then evicted the Polish NNSC delegation from Panmunjom in February 

1995.  While the Poles left their facilities within the DPRK under protest, they continue 

to send missions to the ROK since May 1995 to meet their Swiss and Swedish 

counterparts.  Following the Polish delegation expulsion the KPA stopped recognizing 

the NNSC.94    

The NNSC remains today as a symbol only.  By existing, they publicly telegraph that 

the Armistice Agreement visibly remains in effect.  Absent a bona fide mission the 

Home Governments of the Swiss and Swedish missions began to question their 

continued support.  In order to keep the NNSC engaged the UNC unilaterally expanded 

the NNSC mission tasks within the area under its control, first in 2005 and then again in 

2010.  However, this UNC / NNSC arrangement is not a genuine Armistice Agreement 

measure as it was done outside the framework of the Armistice Agreement and without 

opposing side concurrence.  It is more appropriate to state that the expanded mission 

and tasks for the NNSC delegations are separate, multilateral agreements by the UNC, 

ROKG, and the NNSC delegations to better visibly demonstrate UNC’s compliance with 

the terms of the Armistice Agreement.95     

Since 1953 the MAC has served as a useful, but tedious mechanism to maintain 

dialogue and reach agreements with the KPA and CPV.  This was particularly important 

when the respective parties and their Home Governments did not maintain diplomatic 

relations nor any meaningful dialogue.  At times the MAC was the only direct conduit 

available between the respective parties.  However, the MAC has been broken since 

1991.  The KPA and CPV suspended their participation within the MAC body following 

the UNC appointment of a ROK general officer to the UNC MAC delegation senior 
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member position, never to return.96  Lower level Secretariat (Colonel and below) 

dialogue channels did remain in usage.   

The CPV withdrew from the MAC altogether in December 1994, departing the DPRK 

and purportedly disbanding.  It is important to note that the 1994 withdrawal by the CPV 

was not the first time they absented themselves for an extended period from the MAC, 

only to return at a later date.  The CPV was absent from the MAC for almost five years 

in 1966-1971 while the PRC was in the throes of their Cultural Revolution.97  A CPV 

return to the MAC is often downplayed as no longer a possibility now that they have 

absented themselves for over 20 years.  However, the PRC has been consistently 

pragmatic over the years, so a return at some point is a possibility should a compelling 

need arise that threatens their core interest.  At least once since their 1994 departure 

the PRC has eluded to a resurrection of the MAC to address downward spiraling 

relations on the Korean Peninsula.98   

The KPA paralleled the CPV withdrawal by disbanding their MAC delegation, 

unilaterally appointing a successor agency, the KPA Panmunjom Mission, also referred 

to as the Panmunjom Representatives.  Despite UNC assertions, the MAC no longer 

exists as a body.  Instead, the UNC MAC delegation and the KPA Panmunjom Mission 

now meet via a “General Officer Talks” forum.99  This forum is similar to the previously 

held MAC, however the KPA representatives largely ignore the ROK UNC MAC Senior 

Member, deferring to the senior U.S. member of the delegation.   

The DPRK (and the KPA) have repeatedly stated that it has withdrawn or no longer 

recognizes the Korean Armistice Agreement at least seven times since 1976.100  The 

majority of these statements by the DPRK have been for effect only.  The DPRK / KPA 
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do utilize the framework of the Armistice, albeit not the mechanisms as codified, and 

only when they need to.  As an example, the KPA Panmunjom Mission negotiated a 

subsequent agreement to the Armistice with the UNC MAC delegation in 2000 and 

2006, to construct two transportation corridors between the ROK and DPRK.101    
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Contemporary U.S. and ROK National Interests. 

USG decision-making calculus must ultimately synthesize its Korea interests with its 

wider Northeast Asian and Indo-Asia-Pacific interests and policies.  Altering the unified 

command and the Armistice Agreement status quo will likely involve tradeoffs for the 

USG and some stakeholders.  However, despite possible negative short-term 

repercussions from such change, the present circumstances are not optimized for long 

term U.S. interests in Korea or the region.   

Below are a list of regionally-focused U.S. national interests and ROK national 

interests that the author developed during an East Asia-focused seminar at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the fall of 2016.102   

 

U.S. National Interests in the Indo-Asia-Pacific 

• Prevent regional hegemony; Preserve U.S. Primacy 

• Preserve peace and stability in the Indo-Asia-Pacific 

o Defend Allies 

o Maintain or improve regional balance of power to thwart revisionist powers 

o Preserve stability of Sea Lines of Communication and maintain U.S. freedom of 
action 

o Retard further Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) proliferation 

o Support and facilitate the peaceful resolution of the divided Korean Peninsula 
(on ROK’s terms) and other regional territorial disputes (Taiwan, East China 
Sea, South China Sea, etc.)  

• Sustain and Improve U.S. and regional Economic Interdependence and Growth 

• Sustain U.S. leadership in regional rule making 

• Promulgate U.S. values into international norms 

Source: Created by Author 
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ROK National Interests 

• Preserve the Democratic Republic 

• Enhance National Sovereignty 

o Balance and defend against remilitarization of Japan 

o Reduce dependence on U.S. 

o Cautiously improve relations with PRC 

• Sustain and diversify Economic Growth 

• Defend National Territory; ROK-led Re-Unification103  

o Dokdo Islands 

o Northwest Islands / Northern Limit Line 

o Absorb DPRK 

o Yanbian (possible post-unified Korea issue) 

 Avoid involvement in Great Power disputes 

Source: Created by Author 
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Core Assumptions to Guide a USG Reassessment 
 

1) The Armistice Agreement and its mechanisms no longer function as documented 

or intended.  Yet, despite this circumstance, resumption of hostilities has not occurred.  

A rudimentary peace-like state of affairs exists under the remnants of an Armistice 

umbrella.   

2) The USG continues to honor the Armistice Agreement and its mechanisms 

largely out of symbolism that the cease fire remains in effect.  The international 

community also continues to recognize the Armistice Agreement as valid.  Significantly, 

the majority of the 1950-era UNC Sending States remain involved in supporting the 

UNC and Armistice Agreement activities, providing a valuable Pol-Mil element to 

deterrence and a latent capability for conflict. 

3) Historical precedents exist for unilateral actions within the context of the 

Armistice Agreement (including the Supplementary Agreements), for abrogation of 

individual paragraphs and sub-paragraphs, wholesale withdrawals, and declaration of 

successors in command as parties to the Armistice Agreement.   

4) While the DPRK and ROK do not maintain diplomatic relations, they have met 

most objective standards of formal recognition – negotiations, trade, travel, etc.  The 

DPRK and ROK have in effect recognized each other since 1972, and more formally 

since 1991 through the Basic Agreement and their accession into the UN as member 

states.  The Military Demarcation Line (MDL) and DMZ have become the de facto, if not 

the internationally recognized de jure border.   
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5) Although tensions between the two Koreas have remain heightened, neither 

party (nor their patrons and supporters) wants to pay the high costs associated with a 

resumption of hostilities unless absolutely necessary.    

6) The ROK has solidly entered middle power ranks and is on a trajectory to 

become the number seven economic power in the world.  The UNC’s continued 

oversight of friendly force (i.e. ROK) compliance to the Armistice Agreement is an 

anachronism within the contemporary and future world scenarios.  Furthermore, 

continued UNC (USG) primacy over the Armistice Agreement is decidedly at odds with 

the U.S. / ROK Alliance transition narrative where the ROK will assume responsibility 

(and leadership) for its own defense.  Yet, despite substantial ROK advancements since 

1950, the ROKG still finds the present UNC / Armistice relationship beneficial for the 

time being.         

7) The ROKG, regional and international stakeholders will want a role in or seek to 

influence U.S. decision making.  While the USG does not require their consent in many 

regards, it behooves the U.S. to consult the interested parties throughout the decision-

making process.  However, unlike the aborted U.S. effort in 1973-1976 to disestablish 

the UNC, the USG needs to be prepared to act unilaterally as there are multiple 

stakeholders who will obstruct U.S. disengagement from the UNC or the Armistice for 

their own selfish interests.   

8) The DPRK will most likely not be agreeable to any pathway the USG puts 

forward within a multilateral construct for transitioning from the status quo.  More 

probably, the DPRK will seek to disrupt attempts by the USG to remove itself from the 

Armistice Agreement framework as the UNC and the Armistice Agreement serve as an 
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extremely useful tool with their domestic audience.  For the DPRK, the UNC menace 

(as a proxy for the USG) justifies the harsh measures and the unrelenting revolutionary 

struggle advanced by the Kim family regime. Absent the existential threat posed by the 

UNC (USG) and the suspended state of hostilities visibly codified within the Armistice 

Agreement, the DPRK would have to directly engage its far more prosperous and 

successful ROK neighbor.       

9) The U.S. and ROK will likely retain a Mutual Defense Treaty past 2030.  

However, the present U.S. / ROK security relationship will probably evolve significantly.  

The ROK will provide significantly more resources and control over its self-defense.  

Yet, absent a significant external shock or major paradigm shift in ROK political elite 

thinking, it is unlikely that the ROK will contribute more to the common defense outside 

the Korean Peninsula.  Bilateral decision making will be retained in some fashion, 

however there will be considerably more autonomous decision making by the ROKG.  

The U.S. will most likely retain forward stationed forces on the Korean Peninsula, 

however, it will likely transition to more of an off-shore balancer role, providing niche, 

operational and strategic resources within the Alliance construct.  While the above 

assumptions are likely or most likely over the next two decades, one major uncertainty 

is the scope of mechanisms the ROKG will agree to for the U.S. military to properly 

function in this more ROK-autonomous environment.   
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UNC: Opportunities and Alternatives 

It is worth noting that UNC was created as a warfighter (belligerent).  Additionally, 

the Armistice is an agreement with the KPA (formerly also with the CPV), that has had 

the effect of preserving the UNC role on the Korean Peninsula even as the U.S. / ROK 

Alliance has evolved.  Presently the UNC performs two key mission sets for the USG on 

the Korean Peninsula – maintain the Armistice Agreement and serve as a standing U.S. 

led, multinational headquarters in support of the ROK.  Despite is moniker, the 

command is a USG military command, with a very nominal connection to the UN.  The 

UNC receives its guidance and direction exclusively from the USG, through the 

Secretary of Defense and his designated channel of communication, the U.S. CJCS.  

The UNC is headquartered in both the ROK and Japan, with the concurrence of both 

nations to perform its 1950-era UNSC authorized and endorsed missions.104   

Most importantly, UNC serves as the designated headquarters to execute USG 

responsibilities as the friendly force signatory to the Armistice Agreement.  As the 

responsible command, the UNC maintains dialogue with the opposing side to 

communicate intentions, non-violently adjudicate violations of the Armistice, and 

conclude confidence building measures to reduce the threat of active hostilities 

resuming once again.  One of the UNC’s primary responsibilities is to oversee friendly 

force compliance to the Armistice Agreement, and when necessary, make 

recommendations or requests for friendly force actions to ensure compliance is 

maintained.   

Currently, UNC retains the responsibility for friendly compliance, but lacks the 

authority and resources to fully perform this mission.  Instead, it relies on CFC and ROK 

JCS compliance to its directives and requests to meet its obligations.  As the ROK 
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continues to mature and develop, and while the U.S. / ROK Alliance evolves to a more 

autonomous ROK posture, this UNC position becomes increasingly tenuous. 

The second key mission performed by UNC is as a standing U.S. led, multinational 

coalition headquarters of friendly nations.  These friendly nations historically and 

presently maintain an interest in the welfare, if not the defense of the ROK.  As 

significant, but distinctly outside of this coalition framework, is the standing commitment 

of Japanese logistical support for UNC activities in Korea.  A contingency operation in 

Korea is one of the USG’s major campaigns that it plans and resources for.   

Historically the U.S. has had to build coalitions and seek endorsement by the 

international community, notably the UN, in a crisis or after hostilities have erupted.  

However, in this particular case the USG already has the UN authorization and standing 

coalition in place, although not all active coalition members would likely send forces in a 

resumption of hostilities.  Furthermore, this standing coalition headquarters already has 

indispensable basing rights within the region to support expeditionary power projection 

by the multinational force.  

Therefore, by acknowledging these two key mission sets, several opportunities and 

alternatives present themselves for consideration.  The below list of opportunities or 

alternatives is not all-inclusive.  Nor does it explore every possibility available to the 

USG.  Instead, what they do provide, are a range of options to generate discussion and 

provide insight into both positive and negative implications of certain policy choices.  For 

the purposes of this paper, four major alternative ideas are available, with one theme 

exploring two similar, but distinct avenues.   
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 Retain the Status Quo 

 Transform the Headquarters 

- Internationalize the Command 

- Return UNC back into a Warfighter 

 Retire the UNC, Return the UN Flag 

 Mothball the UNC / Place the UNC into Cadre Status 

 

Within each of these options, what we do with the Armistice Agreement is a separate 

decision, or alternatively, certain UNC opportunities are enabled through or predicated 

by separate dispositions to the Armistice Agreement. 

 

Retain the Status Quo. 

Maintaining the status quo has been the policy of the USG since 1978, when the 

USG and ROKG bilaterally agreed to transfer the UNC’s responsibility for the defense of 

the ROK to the newly established CFC.  Continued perpetuation of this position into the 

foreseeable future is possible.  While many stakeholders may dislike the UNC in part or 

in total, the general consensus is that in the absence of a definitive peace regimen 

alternative, the UNC provides necessary stability.  ROK / DPRK relations are by no 

means peaceful, with a near constant record of skirmishes since the cease fire in 1953.   

It is probably justifiable to assert that the status quo has contributed to keeping a lid 

on the resumption of active hostilities.  However, while it has contributed, it has not 

been the main driver of hostilities not resuming.  ROK strength and the conventional 
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and nuclear extended deterrence provided by the U.S. has done more to act as a brake 

on hostilities resuming than the UNC’s presence has.   

Some members of the standing UNC coalition, the Sending States, are interested in 

increasing their participation within the headquarters.  Others, the majority, are more 

comfortable with keeping the relationship how it is presently.  Existing arrangements, 

including U.S. Department of Defense Foreign Exchange Officer (FEO) agreements, 

address the needs of those interested in more active participation.  The scope of UNC’s 

missions, are for the most part supported by the existing policies, although there are 

some gaps that have not been addressed.  In particular, there is a clear-cut need for 

more dedicated U.S. and multinational staffing of the headquarters in the ROK, the UNC 

MAC Secretariat, and within the Japan-based Rear command post headquarters.  

Moreover, there is also a need to update past agreements or codify new bilateral / 

multilateral compacts to reflect the legalistic parlance of our times. 

From a USG perspective, retention of the status quo continues U.S. responsibility to 

underwrite the cease fire arrangements, including the ownership risks that come with it.  

Despite the negative aspects that do come with proprietorship over the UNC, preserving 

U.S. responsibilities and involvement allows for the USG to better define how it would 

get involved in renewed hostilities on the Korean Peninsula.  By ensuring friendly forces 

(notably its ROK Ally) comply with the Armistice Agreement, the USG in effect ensures 

friendly forces are viewed by the U.S. domestic audience and the international 

community as a reluctant victim should a major Korea conflict erupt again.  

Undoubtedly, a major theme of internal USG policy discussions, when confronted with 

the prospect of conducting major combat operations, is a sensitivity to generating and 
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maintaining political support.  However, on the chance that friendly forces fail to comply 

with UNC directives regarding the Armistice Agreement, it would provide the USG 

justification for asserting that the resulting hostilities were outside the scope of its MDT 

and defense obligations to the ROK.105    

From a collective USG, ROKG and Sending State perspective, retention of the 

status quo does not threaten the continued access and use of the strategic UNC bases 

in Japan.  This UNC basing arrangement has been in place since the early days of the 

UNC establishment.  There is no guarantee the GOJ would concur with granting such a 

permissive arrangement if the UNC was deactivated or was materially modified beyond 

the GOJ’s perception that the existing arrangements were justifiably being met.  Loss of 

access to these UNC bases in times of crisis or hostilities would radically affect the 

deployment and staging of non-U.S. forces in support of the ROK.    

The biggest risk associated with maintaining the status quo involves the ROK.  The 

ROK is an advanced country, one of the world’s leading nations, not the aid recipient 

nation of 1953.  To assert that the ROKG still requires the USG and an international 

coalition to enforce a six decade old cease fire agreement with its northern neighbor is a 

little illogical.  If anything, the UNC may no longer be the right “owner” for the friendly 

side.  Not only do ROKG elites identify this contradiction, but the Korean people see it 

and have also come to question this continued infringement on Korean sovereignty.       

That being said, the ROKG is also somewhat apprehensive about discarding the 

UNC, as it has proven convenient over the years to deflect and avoid responsibility for 

this sovereign security function.  Moreover, the standing coalition mission of the UNC 

has continued value for the ROK into the future beyond the obvious military aspects the 
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Sending States provide.  The diverse grouping of nations provide broad diplomatic 

support and in multiple cases the deep economic resources required for the prosecution 

of a renewed conflict and the post-conflict reconstruction and humanitarian support.  

However, the ROK is also uneasy about expanding the role of the UNC Sending States 

into its unilateral and bilateral security affairs with the USG, as it most likely invites more 

unsolicited advice (and pre-conditions for support) by these parties.    

 

Transform the Headquarters. 

The USG’s preferred method of conducting military operations is within and under a 

U.S. led coalition umbrella.106  While the U.S. has a deeply integrated bilateral Alliance 

with the ROK, it is in the U.S. national interest to bring more partners in.  The UNC 

contextually provides this framework for the USG, however, this entity has regressed 

operationally from a multinational perspective since the mid-1950s when the Sending 

States by and large withdrew their forces.  It remains operationally immature and 

hobbled, less by Sending State interest, but more from ROKG resistance to integrating 

the UNC and the Sending States more into the bilateral Alliance construct.   

Even though USG officials routinely convey to ROKG officials this uniquely American 

feature of how it prefers to prosecute military campaigns, the ROK prefers to ignore or 

defer the discussion to another day.  In many cases ROKG officials will also convey that 

bureaucratic and partisan party politics prevent this issue from being addressed at the 

moment, asserting that such ingrained integration of the multinational community will 

only come about when forced to at the start of a campaign.   
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One aspect that the ROKG overlooks, is that by postponing this discussion to the 

opening stages of a resumed major conflict, it will have much less leverage in protecting 

its interests in the resulting discussions.  Negotiating this framework during peacetime 

conditions ensures that the resulting arrangements are not rushed.  Furthermore, 

having these agreements in place also facilitates the expeditious deployment and 

integration by the multinational partners in a rapidly escalating crisis.   

There are two avenues that the USG could pursue to increase the multinational 

character of the UNC within the bilateral Alliance construct.  One pathway 

internationalizes the command, and another returns the UNC back to being a warfighter.  

Both options would most likely require separating the UNC architecture from operating 

within the Alliance command construct as it does today.  Although, there are conditions 

which might also allow for the UNC headquarters staff to continue operations within the 

CFC footprint or the Alliance command that follows.    

  

A. Internationalizing the Command.  Since the UNC was established in 1950, it has 

been either staffed exclusively by U.S. service members, or included only token 

representation by the UNC Sending States.  Internationalizing the command 

fundamentally changes the composition of the headquarters from an overwhelmingly 

U.S. staffed headquarters to one which has more ingrained UNC Sending State 

representation.  Despite the inclusion of significantly more multinational partners into the 

staff, the USG would still retain executive decision making authority.107  While the USG 

would retain executive decision-making, some higher level Government-to-Government 

policy coordination venue would likely need to be formed, similar to but more defined 
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than the “Committee of Sixteen” which operated in the early 1950s or a Korean 

Integrated Defense Dialogue (KIDD) forum the U.S. and ROK have operated since 

2011.108    

This proposal involves transforming UNC from a unilateral command to a lead nation 

design (vice integrated command like CFC) per U.S. Joint Publication 3-16, 

Multinational Operations.  To proceed down this path, the USG would need to pursue 

an overarching agreement with the prospective partners in lieu of the bilateral pathway 

currently being prosecuted via the FEO agreements.   

Arguably, some of the current UNC Sending States might conclude that this pathway 

exceeds their commitment level, and may depart.  While their loss to the UNC would 

largely impact the wider legitimacy of the command, but in real terms they probably 

couldn’t be materially counted upon in a contingency anyway outside the use of their 

flag and diplomatic support.  However, this proposal could also include measures to 

retain the UNC Liaison Group as a method for these less committed nations to continue 

their limited participation.  

Inherent in pursuing the option to internationalize the UNC is ROKG support.  

Optimally, the USG would need the ROKG to conclude an overarching multilateral 

SOFA similar to what the GOJ concluded in 1954 for the UNC bases in Japan.  An 

alternative would be for the ROKG to conclude a less-than SOFA Visiting Forces 

Agreement (VFA) similar to what the USG currently has with the Republic of the 

Philippines.  Regardless of the pathway chosen, a SOFA / VFA would provide the legal 

framework for these newly integrated UNC service members to operate from the Korea-

based headquarters, for deployment of forces into the ROK to train, and if required, 
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conduct combat operations during hostilities.  Expansion of existing information sharing 

agreements to facilitate UNC and U.S. / ROK Alliance planning and interoperability 

would also be necessary.   

However, even if the ROKG vehemently opposes such an action the USG still has 

options.  A more aggressive U.S. response might include displacing the bulk of the UNC 

Headquarters back to Japan to operate from one of the UNC bases, leaving behind a 

small command element and the UNC MAC and its Secretariat. From Japan, the U.S. 

and UN-GOJ SOFA Sending State signators already possess all the legal measures to 

conduct headquarters activities and operations.  Furthermore, while UNC may not 

necessarily be integrated into the U.S. / ROK plans and operations, UNC could 

integrate into U.S. Pacific Command supporting plans and operations, which are not 

reliant on ROKG permission.  While one might hope that the ROKG would be amenable 

to such a proposal, for it would be far better to be integrated on the Peninsula, the U.S. 

has options should the ROK stall or refuse such an overture to materially improve the 

UNC’s support to the ROK defense. 

 

B. UNC as the Multinational Warfighter.  An aggressive and somewhat more 

controversial pathway for the USG to pursue would be a decision to transform the UNC 

back into the multinational warfighter by adding an operational mission profile to its 

present mission set.  This operationalized UNC would function as a battlefield 

combatant, consisting of U.S. and multinational Sending State forces, fighting alongside 

and in support of the ROK Armed Forces.   
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This proposal is not a return to a UNC-led defense as was the case before 1978.  

Instead, it mirrors the 2006-2013 parallel design Alliance construct the U.S. and ROK 

previously pursued, but then abandoned.  This earlier parallel designed Alliance 

construct included a ROK-led defense command (ROK JCS), supported by a U.S. 

command (a re-designated, re-missioned USFK called KORCOM).   

Most importantly, this new proposal would still retain the ROKG remaining in the 

lead for the defense of their country.  However, in place of KORCOM the international 

community, under USG leadership, would militarily support the ROKG using UNC as the 

supporting command vehicle.  In this way U.S. and Sending State combat forces would 

augment the ROK defense, providing synchronized and unified international support for 

the ROKG during a resumption of active hostilities with the DPRK.  Operationally this is 

beneficial as it removes unnecessary headquarters from the campaign, and it broadens 

the military effort by integrating niche, non-U.S. capabilities into the overall campaign 

plan.  USFK would remain an active headquarters, but reduce its focus to limited joint 

administrative and logistical support activities much like it was originally established to 

perform in 1957.  This pathway involves the integration of the UNC Sending States into 

the headquarters similar to the aforementioned internationalization of the UNC proposal.        

 

Admittedly, the above two “Transform the Headquarters” proposals will likely induce 

friction within the U.S. / ROK relationship.  While accommodation within a bilateral 

relationship is a cornerstone of an Alliance, pandering to the whims of an apprehensive 

partner in the face of operational realities only incurs higher risk should the Alliance 

relationship be tested in war.   
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The ROKG may push back hard on both such pathways. In particular, the UNC as 

an operational warfighter option would be tough for the ROKG to accept due to 

historical legacies and past negative impressions over UNC infringement on ROK 

sovereignty.109  That being said, it is still a USG decision on what form and how it will 

meet its Alliance obligations and its international responsibilities it assumed in 1953 and 

1950 respectively with respect to the defense of the ROK.   Honest, open 

communication is key to any renewed or expansive role for UNC in the defense of the 

ROK.  Bargaining and compromise will be necessary to successfully assuage ROKG 

concerns should the USG pursue an expanded mission for UNC.   

Should the USG pursue one of the above pathways, it must be committed and 

prepared to see them through.  The ROKG has the sovereign right to refuse USG 

support conditions should it so choose.  However, should the ROKG conclude that U.S. 

conditions are non-negotiable, then it probably doesn’t need the U.S. to provide active 

military support for its defense.  In some respects, pursuing a UNC as a warfighter 

pathway might actually serve as motivation for the ROKG to more actively and deeply 

resource its defense and stop relying so much on the U.S.    

 

Retire the UNC, Return the UN Flag. 

There are several plausible reasons why the USG might consider an alternative 

future whereby the UNC headquarters would be disestablished and the U.S. could 

formally return the UN flag back to the UN Secretary General.  UN legal opinions and 

policy documents have consistently asserted that the unified command can be 
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disestablished by only one of the two following methods.  The USG either voluntarily 

elects to disestablish the command, or the U.S. is compelled to by the UNSC.110   

Why would the USG elect to end this collective security mission it has led for nearly 

seven decades?  The USG might determine that the conditions warrant transferring the 

mission to a more contemporary and relevant successor in command.  The USG might 

also conclude that it no longer has an interest in underwriting the costs and risks of the 

command’s missions.  Such a decision might also arise because the USG might feel 

compelled to through international pressure, arising from a formal request by the ROKG 

to disestablish the command or through a non-binding majority vote within the UNGA.111   

Directive compellence by the UNSC to disestablish the UNC is extremely remote 

because such an action would ultimately require not only the U.S., but also the United 

Kingdom and France (both active UNC Sending States and UNSC Permanent Member 

states) to agree with or stand aside to such a directive action.  Therefore, for the 

purposes of this paper, we will explore scenarios where the USG either decides it is 

time to end the UNC mission or feels compelled to by non-binding (non-UNSC) 

international pressure.   

First and foremost, if the USG chose to unilaterally decide to transfer the UNC 

Armistice maintenance mission from UNC to a successor in command, it would be 

authorized per Paragraph 17 of the Armistice Agreement.  There is the 1994 precedent 

established by the DPRK for unilaterally designating a successor in command for the 

KPA in the MAC, when it established the KPA Panmunjom Mission.  While the USG 

could transfer the mission to USFK, U.S. Pacific Command or another U.S. command, 

this probably would not be appropriate considering the geopolitical conditions and the 
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ROKG vested interests in the defense of its country.  The sole reason to transfer the 

mission to another USG command would be to end the nominal association with the UN 

by returning its flag and emblem.    

 Next, if by some chance the Armistice Agreement should be superseded by another 

peace regimen or is abrogated by either party, then the USG will need to decide what to 

do with the UNC.  Regardless of how the UNC Armistice mission ends, if the USG did 

not immediately end the UNC mission, there will likely be intense international pressure, 

led by the PRC and Russian Federation (RF), for the USG to disestablish UNC.  While 

U.S., United Kingdom and French permanent member veto powers within the UNSC 

would prevent UNSC action, if the Armistice Agreement was no longer retained, there 

would be little justification to utilize the veto just to protect the command if it no longer 

had a viable mission. Operating on the assumption that the USG elects to deactivate 

the UNC, it would merely need to declare to the UNSC that the requirements of the 

authorizing UNSCRs (82-85) have been fulfilled.   

The loss of UNC would incur relatively low military risk to the U.S. or its ROK Ally.  

Operationally the U.S. / ROK Alliance command is already in place.  The most 

significant military factor if the UNC is deactivated, would be the loss of the UNC bases 

in Japan.  It is doubtful that the GOJ would grant an exemption to the basing 

arrangement after UNC disestablished, nor would it likely be as permissive in any 

attempted revision of a follow-on arrangement, should one be pursued.  Despite the low 

likelihood under current conditions for the GOJ to extend basing rights to non-U.S. 

forces, ongoing heightened tensions within the greater East Asia might serve as 

justification for the GOJ to replace the UN-GOJ SOFA with another similar arrangement.   
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The next important military repercussion to the loss of UNC would be loss of a 

standing multinational headquarters that could rapidly integrate multinational forces in 

crisis in support of the ROK.  Whereas this point is noteworthy, it is not strategically 

significant.  While a standing headquarters, the UNC does not have all the necessary 

agreements in place to immediately perform this integration task.  By and large most of 

the UNC stakeholders prefer to work through the details once a crisis compels such 

actions be taken.  No single party is to blame for this shortcoming.  While the ROKG is 

unwilling to extend SOFAs or VFAs to the UNC Sending States, the Sending States 

themselves have not offered dedicated force packages to the UNC mission should 

hostilities resume.   

Should hostilities erupt at some point in the future, the international community could 

rally again to the ROK’s aid just as it did in 1950.  However, unlike 1950, there is no 

chance that the UNSC would grant such an accommodating or open-ended 

authorization as it did with UNSCR 84.  It is just not how the Security Council operates 

anymore.  Nor would the PRC (possibly supported by the RF), as a veto-wielding 

Permanent Member and Treaty Ally of the DPRK, allow such an open ended 

authorization to ever see the light of day.  Post-UNC era multilateral actions would most 

likely have to occur outside of the UNSC framework, via a “Uniting for Peace” UNGA 

action or under the UN member nation’s inherent right to self-defense and collective 

security afforded by Article 51 of the UN Charter.112     
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Mothball the UNC / Place the UNC into Cadre Status. 

Similar to the conditions that would prompt the USG to deactivate the UNC, the USG 

has some options to temporarily justify retaining the UNC following a divestment of its 

Armistice Agreement responsibilities.  Such an action might be appropriate as a 

confidence building measure during a transition from the Armistice Agreement 

framework to another peace regimen between the two Koreas over the near to mid-

term.  The regime in the DPRK has proven remarkably resilient, and therefore is unlikely 

to depart too far from its aggressive, intransigent, and rogue-like nature.   

For the purposes of this paper, the DPRK regime, despite any follow-on post-

Armistice peace regimen that might arise, will continue to be a latent threat to 

international peace and security within Northeast Asia.  Operating on this assumption, 

the USG could justify placing the UNC into mothballs (inactive) or a cadre (small 

residual staff) status as a hedge against a future need.  

Placing the UNC into a pure mothball status, where no personnel are dedicated to 

the UNC mission, does have obvious merits.  These merits include the command 

remaining in existence for an emergency, but is absent from sight and therefore attract 

less scrutiny from opposing stakeholders such as the PRC and RF.  Such a move is 

probably not the optimal solution when compared to placing the command into a 

reduced cadre status, unless absolutely necessary.   

There are three important reasons why mothballing the organization completely 

would be a less optimal pathway.  First, the command’s institutional knowledge would 

rapidly atrophy.  Attempting to reactivate the command in crisis would be problematic 

due to the highly nuanced nature of the command.  It cannot be overstated how critical 
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subject matter experts are to the functioning of UNC.  Second, absent some 

mechanism(s) to keep the UNC bases in Japan active, the GOJ might be inclined to 

abrogate the UN-GOJ SOFA.  Lastly, these same mechanisms that would maintain the 

UNC bases would also facilitate continued UNC Sending State interest within the UNC.  

It is doubtful that one might reasonably expect UNC Sending States to continue their 

interest in a historical footnote if the command is mothballed.   

If forced to choose between these two options, placing UNC into a cadre status 

probably better supports U.S. interests should hostilities resume between the two 

Koreas.  Under a cadre status pathway, the UNC would still designate a Commander 

and retain a small residual staff to support him in the prosecution of his duties.  The 

primary purpose for the cadre would be to act as a caretaker agency for the UNC bases 

in Japan.  The UNC would divest the majority of its activities, such as disbanding the 

UNC MAC delegation, the supporting Secretariat, and cease accrediting UNC Sending 

State liaison officers in Korea (while still continuing the practice in Japan).      

The military risk of this option would be low.  The UNC bases in Japan would be 

retained and the coalition framework could still be periodically exercised in both Alliance 

and U.S. Pacific Command training plans.  Annual and/or biennial exercises to train 

UNC reconstitution and multinational integration during a contingency would be obvious 

exercise objectives for the UNC cadre.  Similar to the UNC deactivation measure 

articulated above, the U.S. / ROK Alliance has the capability necessary to deter the 

DPRK without a standing UNC.    

This proposal likely incurs higher political risk than an outright deactivation, in that 

some stakeholders might oppose mothballing or placing the UNC into a cadre status 
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absent a clear and present threat to international peace and security.  The USG 

absolutely could protect its decision within the UNSC.  The USG could most probably 

justify a mothball / cadre proposal within the wider UNGA as an interim measure in a 

longer, safer pathway to disengage the unified command from the Korean Peninsula.  

One assumption is that the UNC disengagement from the Armistice Agreement would 

most likely not be fully supported by the DPRK.  In such a case where the DPRK visibly 

expresses its displeasure, the mothball / cadre caretaker measures would possibly 

generate support from a majority of the international community.    
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Pathways and Options for the Armistice Agreement 

The Korean Armistice Agreement was negotiated and implemented by the opposing 

military commanders in the conflict.  The UNC Commander represented the forces 

under its operational control during the conflict (UN member nation forces and those of 

the ROK), and the KPA and CPV Commanders jointly represented their combined force.  

The USG provided negotiation guidance and direction to the UNC with regard to the 

cease fire terms and enforcement mechanisms the U.S. would underwrite.  For the 

opposing military commanders, negotiation guidance and direction to the KPA / CPV 

was provided by the PRC and the USSR.  The UN did not have a role in the Armistice 

Agreement other than encouraging the respective stakeholders to halt the hostilities and 

seek a political solution.   

The post-Armistice Agreement attempt by the stakeholders to conclude a political 

solution failed in 1954.  Since then, the respective parties to the Armistice Agreement 

have missed several opportunities to formally terminate the conflict.  In particular, the 

respective sides failed twice in the 1970s to capitalize on opportunities afforded by the 

issuance of the 1972 North-South Joint Communique and the 1975/76 UNC termination 

discussion within the UNGA.  Later in the early 1990s, the two sides did not capitalize 

on the conclusion of the Basic Agreement between the ROK and DPRK, nor did they 

take advantage of the simultaneous ROK and DPRK admission as member states to 

the UN.  A suspended state of hostilities has persisted now for over six decades 

resulting in a “general stability” on the Korean Peninsula.113   

While the conflict technically remains in effect, many of the involved parties and key 

stakeholders have reconciled their Korean War past.  The PRC proxy force, the CPV, 

officially walked away from the Armistice in late 1994, departing the DPRK and for all 
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intents and purposes vanished.  The USSR and PRC established diplomatic relations 

with the ROK in 1990 and 1992 respectively.  All Sending States except France have 

likewise established diplomatic relations with the DPRK. The other diplomatic relations 

holdouts with the DPRK are the U.S. and ROK.    

Almost seventy years of embittered tensions and outright hostilities between the 

ROK and DPRK have created an atmosphere that lessens the prospects of any 

meaningful progress toward a peaceful solution to the Korea Question.  The inter-

Korean relationship has been marked by caution and low levels of trust.  For many 

decades the U.S. served as the patron state for the ROK, including as the responsible 

agent for the UNC, and as such has been pulled into the center of the inter-Korea 

conflict much like it has in the Israeli – Palestinian conflict.  

While trust between the two sides has always been low, an argument can be made 

that whatever trust was present evaporated in the 2000s.  The U.S. has had a visceral 

dislike of the DPRK since 1950, but was willing when necessary to work with the DPRK.  

The U.S. has probably completely lost any faith in the word (or signature) of the DPRK 

after the failure of the Agreed Framework in 2002.114  The ROKG aspired for peaceful 

reunification, but lost faith in a negotiated settlement after 2010 when the DPRK twice 

attacked the ROK in the West Sea (Yellow Sea) border region.  Correspondingly, it is 

doubtful that the DPRK ever really had faith in the word of the U.S. or the ROK.  

However, the shocks from the 1990/1991 Gulf War, post-2001 Global War on Terrorism, 

and the 2011 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) intervention in Libya appear to 

have significantly shaped their contemporary negative opinions of the U.S., including 

official statements and underlying intentions regarding regime change.    
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Despite the poor state of contemporary inter-Korean affairs and dim prospects for 

marked improvement over the future, ROK / DPRK engagement is remarkably stable 

when compared to the 1960s or 1980s.  South / North dialogue has occurred 

intermittently since the early 1970s, with bilateral de jure recognition of each other’s 

system since 1991.  Likewise, trade, ministerial exchanges, etc. were opened in the 

2000s.  While the sea boundary between the two Koreas remains heavily disputed, the 

land border has effectively been demarcated by the MDL and DMZ since the Armistice 

Agreement was implemented.  The Basic Agreement stopped short of de jure diplomatic 

recognition, but events since 1972 point to de facto mutual recognition. 

Several distinct and inter-related circumstances over the years, particularly since the 

late 1970s, have reduced the ability of the UNC Commander to honor his Armistice 

Agreement commitments.  These include, but are not limited to separate South / North 

dialogue and agreements outside the scope of the Armistice, but influencing the state of 

affairs on the Peninsula; the evolution of the U.S. / ROK bilateral relationship; significant 

growth in unilateral ROK capability and autonomy; the withering of dedicated resources 

to UNC to utilize for its assigned mission set; and the unilateral departure from the 

Armistice framework by the opposing side in sum or in part over time.   

The net effect has been two-fold: First, the UNC Commander retains the 

responsibility to maintain the Armistice Agreement and enforce friendly compliance, but 

he now does so without the requisite authority or resources.  Second, the UNC 

Commander is for all intents and purposes unilaterally observing an agreement that the 

other parties have walked away from.   
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 When truthfully recognizing the current state of affairs on the status and condition of 

the Armistice Agreement, the USG has three broad options that it can pursue.  The 

easiest pathway available is to continue underwriting the Armistice for the time being 

and address the more assertive pathways later.  Next, the U.S. can declare the 

Armistice a success, that the existing state of affairs have achieved a fragile, but 

peaceful inter-Korean settlement.  Lastly, the USG can extract itself from peaceful 

settlement involvement (responsibility) by terminating the Armistice Agreement and 

leave the issue to the ROK and DPRK to address.   

 

Continue the Armistice. 

 The USG can determine that it is in the U.S. national interest to continue 

underwriting the responsibility, costs and risks of the Korean Armistice Agreement.  This 

decision might be made for any number of reasons, to include: 

- a sense of obligation to the peace and security of Northeast Asia,  

- desiring to retain a modicum of control over the fragile inter-Korean peace, 

including any events leading up to a resumption of active hostilities, or  

- concluding that that U.S. leadership is required for the continued perpetuation of 

peace and security.   

However, continuing the Armistice does not equate to maintaining the status quo 

either. If the USG decides to continue sponsoring the friendly side of the Armistice 

Agreement, it will need to invest more into this undertaking in order to ensure that 

resources and authorities match the responsibilities tasked to the UNC.  Investments 

into Armistice maintenance responsibilities dwindled markedly after 1978, when the 
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UNC largely became an afterthought (including an atrophy in UNC resources and 

authorities) at the expense of the bilateral U.S. / ROK Alliance relationship.   

For almost 40 years the absence of active hostilities has lulled USG decision makers 

into fallacious thinking that UNC and the Armistice are keeping a lid on a renewed war.  

While the UNC and the Armistice Agreement have proven their value over their six 

decade existence, they are not the exclusive reason why hostilities have remained 

suspended.  Furthermore, past luck may not hold out in a future crisis situation, 

particularly as the ROKG is afforded more autonomy within Alliance security affairs over 

the coming decade while the UNC continues to operate in a degraded mode.   

Continued USG maintenance of the Armistice Agreement on behalf of the friendly 

powers (the ROK) must be properly nested within future planned changes to the 

bilateral U.S. / ROK Alliance command construct.  Arguably, and justifiably in many 

regards, the ROKG is concerned and extremely sensitive about its sovereignty in any 

UNC, Armistice and Alliance discussions.  However, while sovereignty issues must 

always be both respected and delicately handled, the simple fact remains that 

sovereignty rhetoric is overplayed within these types of discussions.  At the end of the 

day, the ROK is either asking for U.S. assistance or the USG is performing a security 

task on behalf of the ROKG.  In such cases, the ROK has little room to stipulate the 

form or fashion that the U.S. elects how it will provide or perform a mission.  That being 

said, sensitivity and mutual respect are paramount in such bilateral arrangements.   

Therefore, the U.S. and ROK will need to consult and work through a mutually 

agreeable arrangement regarding Armistice authorities and resources.  If the USG is to 

continue underwriting the costs and risks of the Armistice Agreement, then its 
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responsibilities must be synchronized with the correct (and proper) authorities and 

resources to execute this mission. 

  

Declare the Armistice a Success. 

The primary end state for this pathway would be to officially conclude the Korean 

War.  There are several avenues to achieve such a state, ranging from full de jure 

peace treaties similar to the Treaty of San Francisco of 1951, to simple non-aggression 

pacts, or war termination agreements similar to the Soviet – Japanese Joint Declaration 

of 1956.  Whereas any of these conduits would ultimately be agreeable to the USG as a 

measure to terminate the conflict, it is doubtful that the DPRK will willingly (or faithfully) 

enter in any such arrangement with the ROK.    

USG objectives historically have been to encourage and facilitate a bilateral ROK / 

DPRK settlement.  The primary purpose behind such efforts has been to Koreanize the 

ROK / DPRK security issue, removing the U.S. as much as possible.  Meanwhile, the 

DPRK has insisted that a DPRK / U.S. settlement must be addressed first (due to the 

USG role in and responsibility over the UNC), before any DPRK / ROK agreement can 

take place.  Multilateral unanimity to terminate the conflict is therefore extremely low in 

probability due to DPRK intransigence.  Despite this virtual fact, it behooves the USG to 

make a good-faith attempt, if nothing else than to visibly demonstrate to the 

international community that an effort was made.  However, it is assumed in this paper 

such that multilateral efforts to terminate the conflict officially with the DPRK will 

ultimately fail.   
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In the absence of a bilateral inter-Korea or multilateral three-party agreement, the 

USG could declare unilaterally or in concert with the ROKG that sixty-plus years of 

Armistice conditions have resulted in a de facto peaceful settlement to the conflict.  

Justification to the international community would reason that the situation was as 

stable as one could hope for, and that continued perpetuation of the Armistice 

Agreement framework was acting as a barrier to South / North bilateral relations.   

Even though a situation involving a unilateral USG or bilateral USG / ROKG action 

would result in a heightened, ambiguous state of affairs, the likelihood that active 

hostilities would resume as a result is most probably very remote. However, uncertainty 

surrounding a unilateral declaration that the Armistice is a success, would likely serve 

as justification for placing the UNC into a cadre or temporary mothball status as a hedge 

against significant aggression by the DPRK.  While a multilateral pathway would be 

preferred, the unilateral USG or bilateral U.S. / ROK pathway permits the U.S. to ignore 

DPRK attention seeking.  Adopting a position that leaves the DPRK diplomatically, 

economically and militarily ignored and left to its own devices can help nudge them 

deeper into the PRC’s sphere of influence, responsibility, and control.115  

The DPRK has exploited the Armistice for sixty years, repeatedly striking at the ROK 

and U.S., all the while hiding behind the Armistice terms.  Should the DPRK continue to 

persist with its aggressive posture of attacks and provocations, then the ROK and U.S. 

would no longer be constrained by the Armistice Agreement’s terms.  Appropriate 

retaliatory actions would be free to take place as a response, in accordance with 

international law, demonstrating to the DPRK that there are consequences to 

aggression.     
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On the other side of the coin, USG concerns over aggressive ROK behavior toward 

the DPRK absent the restraints imposed by the Armistice should be assuaged by the 

ingrained Alliance consultative mechanisms that are in place.  Despite the narrative 

amongst some Alliance managers that the U.S. / ROK MDT automatically commits the 

U.S. to military action on behalf of its ROK Ally, the reality is much different.  The MDT 

is defensive in nature and if the ROK is branded as an aggressor, then the U.S. is not 

bound to provide military assistance per the exchange of notes from January and 

February 1954.   

 

Terminate the Armistice. 

The Korean Armistice Agreement has been in place for over six decades, far longer 

than the original framers intended.  The compliance mechanisms established in 1953, 

notably the MAC and the NNSC, have been broken for decades.  They have long been 

recognized as most probably beyond repair, but retained largely for their symbolic value 

that the Armistice Agreement was still in place.  One counterpart, the CPV, has 

completely walked away.  The other party to the cease fire, the KPA, ignores the 

Agreement’s terms unless absolutely necessary and only when it is convenient.  The 

USG has for better or worse, been left holding the proverbial bag, unilaterally honoring 

the terms and utilizing the remnants of the aforementioned mechanisms as it tries to 

maintain peace and stability in the region.   

The USG’s continued deep engagement in the maintenance of the Armistice 

Agreement has also served as a barrier to the two Koreas reaching an accommodation.  

The USG (UNC) and the Armistice Agreement is convenient for both the DPRK and the 
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ROK to keep around.  Despite periodic rhetoric to the contrary, including aspirational 

policy declarations, neither nation is actively working to resolve the current stasis to put 

the Armistice Agreement fully into the history books.      

The DPRK uses the USG (UNC) and the Armistice Agreement as a screen to justify 

to their domestic audience that the USG is an existential threat.  The USG (UNC) and 

the Armistice’s suspended state of hostilities also justify their perpetual Socialist 

revolution, including the harsh measures the regime has implemented.  Absent the 

these foreign threats, the DPRK has to directly engage its far more prosperous and 

successful ROK neighbor, something which directly threatens the regimes legitimacy 

and survival.  Therefore, the DPRK stays aggressive and hostile enough to justify 

continued U.S. engagement in the Peninsula, including its role in the maintenance of 

the Armistice Agreement, but below the threshold for the USG to pursue a regime 

change.   

The ROKG also benefits from the existing arrangement.  The Armistice Agreement 

serves as a compelling driver to keep the USG engaged in the Korean Peninsula. A 

proverbial fear of ROK elites is that absent a viable DPRK threat, the USG would 

withdraw its forces from the Peninsula like it did in 1949 and lose interest.  A withdrawn 

and uninterested U.S. would leave the ROK to ultimately face its larger, more powerful 

Northeast Asian neighbors.  An unaligned Korean has not historically worked out too 

well for the Korean people over the long term.  Arguably, the U.S. has vacillated and not 

always been the best ally throughout the history of the U.S. / ROK (Korean) relationship, 

but despite its shortcomings the U.S. presence has been rather benign to Korean 
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independence and autonomy compared to past (and potentially future) regional 

hegemonic powers.   

Secondly, the ROKG is able to defer complete ownership over and full responsibility 

for its defense.  Lacking the protection afforded by the Armistice Agreement and the 

USG ownership over the costs and risks of its maintenance, would oblige the ROKG to 

more fully bear the costs and risks of a border with the DPRK.  The combination of the 

USG ownership over the friendly compliance to the Armistice Agreement with the USG 

support provided via the Alliance combined defense operating construct, has allowed 

the ROK to defer many of the prohibitive costs and risks for its self-defense to the U.S.  

While the ROKG is capable of sustaining much higher defense spending, the ROK is 

also far from a cheap riding Ally especially when compared to other U.S. Treaty 

Allies.116  Moreover, the continued USG ownership over the Armistice Agreement also 

serves as a convenient patsy for the ROKG as a source of blame for failures or 

problems with the DPRK relationship.    

While the ROK and DPRK have their reasons for keeping the Armistice in place, the 

USG is also a willing contributor to the sixty year status quo.  Two factors have driven 

U.S. actions and decisions over the years.  Meliorism and control.  Combined, they 

ensure the USG has a prominent seat at the table in any inter-Korean dialogue, and 

also serves as a brake of sorts on any pathway that is counter to U.S. national interests. 

U.S. meliorism is a powerful, significant factor in why the parties never transitioned 

away from the Armistice Agreement.  Deep down U.S. elites believe active USG 

involvement is necessary to peace and security on the Korean Peninsula.  This 
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underlying paternalistic dogma has repeatedly resulted in a refusal to let go of its status 

on the Peninsula.117   

The U.S. has exercised unparalleled levels of control over ROK domestic and 

foreign affairs since 1945.118  This unique level of control has decreased immeasurably 

over the decades as the ROK has developed and the security relationship has evolved.  

However, despite the decreased levels of U.S. control and the corresponding increase 

in ROK autonomy, the Armistice Agreement remains an area of asymmetry in the U.S. / 

ROK security relationship.  It is therefore reasonable that a case can be made that the 

U.S. has not aggressively advanced the issue of fundamentally altering the existing U.S. 

role in Armistice Agreement in order to retain a semblance of unilateral control over 

conflict escalation.  This unique U.S. role complements and reinforces the bilateral 

security relationship by ensuring that friendly force behaviors are positively shaped to 

ensure (as much as possible) that the friendly forces are viewed as reluctant victims in a 

resumed conflict as previously articulated in the Retain the Status Quo option within the 

UNC section.  In cold realist terms the Armistice Agreement framework acts as a brake 

on ROKG actions that might be taken prior to the Alliance consultative and decision 

making process occur.119    

Terminating the Armistice Agreement, without a replacement peace regimen in 

place, acknowledges the reality of the operating environment.  It forces the international 

community, the two Koreas in particular, to finally address the end of the conflict and the 

two state solution.  The two state solution has already been endorsed by the 

international community in 1991, when both Koreas were simultaneously admitted to the 

UN as member nations.  Furthermore, by voluntarily seeking UN membership and then 
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joining the UN as member states, both Koreas likewise sanctioned the two state 

solution.120  

Should the USG pursue a termination pathway, the process to abrogate the 

Armistice is relatively simple.  The USG would issue an order to the UNC Commander 

to notify his counterpart on the opposing side that the UNC was abrogating the 

Armistice Agreement.  Since the MAC no longer meets, notification would likely occur 

via the General Officer Talk forum or by an official letter passed through the KPA’s 

Panmunjom Mission.  The UNC would then extract its personnel from the vicinity of the 

DMZ and hand over their facilities to the ROKG.  Similar formal letters would also be 

provided to the UNC Sending States and also to the NNSC notifying them that their 

services were no longer required.  

There is ample justification to support USG abrogation of the Armistice.  Likewise it 

is important to note that termination does not equal resumption of active hostilities.  The 

DPRK has been non-compliant with the terms of the Armistice Agreement for decades, 

notably its non-participation with the MAC and expulsion of the NNSC delegations from 

DPRK territory.  This pathway acknowledges the facts of life and informs the KPA that 

the UNC finally concurs with the seven past DPRK / KPA assertions that they had 

withdrawn from the terms of the Armistice Agreement.  Active hostilities did not resume 

then, so why should it now?  For hostilities to resume, a conscious choice would have to 

be made to go back to war.  Such a choice has already been made decades ago, so the 

likelihood that abrogation would immediately result in hostilities is unfounded.   

Termination of the Armistice Agreement, while generating a certain degree of 

opacity and uncertainty into a six decade status quo, removes the USG as a barrier to 
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inter-Korea relations and puts the onus directly on the ROK and DPRK.  The USG 

extracts itself from any “final peace settlement” responsibility and transitions its focus to 

the U.S. / ROK bilateral relationship as a Treaty partner.   

It is unlikely that the ROKG will warmly welcome suggestions by the U.S. to 

terminate the Armistice Agreement.  Vacillating U.S. policy throughout the history of the 

U.S. / ROK relationship is a deep-seated worry for ROKG officials.  Early, good-faith 

consultations with the ROKG on U.S. thinking is highly recommended as a confidence 

building and assurance measure.  The U.S. / ROK security relationship has evolved 

significantly since the late 1970s, with another major transformation in the security 

relationship presently in development and planned for implementation sometime in the 

latter 2020s.  However, the U.S. / ROK relationship cannot fully evolve in the 2020s if 

the Armistice remains in place.  The Armistice will be over seventy years old by the time 

the U.S. / ROK Alliance transforms itself.  The dichotomy between a ROK-led defense 

arrangement and a USG dominated cease fire mechanism can only induce a level of 

friction heretofore unknown in the seventy year contemporary relationship.     
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Conclusion 

The USG has provided leadership to the international community’s collective 

security mission in the ROK, and continued to provide oversight and management over 

friendly compliance to the Armistice Agreement for over six decades.  The U.S. 

implemented one major change to the UNC in 1978, almost forty years ago, when it 

transferred the defense of Korea mission to the U.S. / ROK CFC.  The Armistice 

Agreement, decayed and fractured almost from the day it was concluded, is today 

symbolically held together by the persistent will of the USG.  The majority of the 

stakeholders in the region and in the wider international community have transitioned 

away from their Korean War era legacies.   

At some point the USG needs to acknowledge the facts of the situation, and evolve 

its national position on both the unified command and the Armistice Agreement.  

Holding onto the comfortable status quo too long is just as bad a policy as rash, 

reckless behavior, both of which produce quick, embarrassing failures only separated 

by the time it takes for the result to be known.  For too long the UNC and the Armistice 

Agreement have adapted to their geopolitical environment more by institutional inertia 

than by conscious design.  It is therefore incumbent on the USG to change this and 

begin charting a deliberate, measured pathway toward eventually concluding U.S. 

interests in both matters.  Movement in the direction of an inter-Korean solution to the 

security situation is required.  Perhaps a bold shift is appropriate sooner than later, or 

maybe a longer pathway with interim steps along the way is best.  Informed, honest, 

and constructive dialogue amongst the USG decision makers will produce a better 
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pathway than waking up in 2053 and celebrating the Armistice Agreement’s centennial 

celebration.       

The ROK has fundamentally transformed itself, no longer the broken backwater of 

the 1950s.  It is a leading industrialized nation, one that is beyond ready to assume full 

leadership and control over its defense.  While this is so, the ROK also lives in a very 

challenging neighborhood.  The ROK is a loyal Treaty Ally, and should be extended the 

proper level of support from the USG as it assumes this responsibility.  The ROKG and 

Korean elites may need some encouragement after seven decades of domineering U.S. 

influence.  However, as long as the bilateral Alliance relationship remains strong, then 

the ROK will be more comfortable and self-assured as it moves further away from an 

asymmetric relationship with the U.S. and into one marked by balance and equal 

partnership.   
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Appendix A: Evolution from UNC to CFC 

The genesis of the 1968-1978 evolutionary period was a 1965 UNC study to 

determine the form in which the ROK should be represented in UNC and/or USFK.  This 

study recommended the formation of a bilateral planning staff, which later became 

known as the ROK / U.S. Operational Planning Staff, or OPS.121  The U.S. JCS 

approved the formation of the ROK / U.S. OPS concept in January 1966.  The U.S. 

Pacific Command gave its concurrence in April 1966 and forwarded the concept to the 

Department of Defense for coordination with the ROKG.122       

Two senior level consultative forums between the USG and ROKG in 1968 initiated 

the decade long security relationship evolution from one dominated by the USG through 

UNC to a bilateral partnership that ultimately resulted in CFC being established in 1978.   

In February 1968, the ROK President and a U.S. Special Envoy agreed to transfer of 

the counter-infiltration mission authority and responsibility from UNC to the ROKG, and 

approved the establishment of a combined operational planning staff (ROK / U.S. OPS) 

as an accessory to the USFK Headquarters.123  

In April 1968, the two countries agreed to establish an annual consultative, high-

level military meeting (between the U.S. Secretary of Defense and the ROK Minister of 

National Defense) to enhance the bilateral security cooperation. This forum was later 

named the Security Consultative Meeting (SCM) in 1971.124   

The ROK / U.S. OPS was established on October 15, 1968.  The OPS consisted of 

seventeen ROK officers and seven U.S. officers.  The OPS was the first formal inclusion 

of the ROK into theater level planning.  When combined with the establishment of an 

integrated field army headquarters later in 1971, became foundational mechanisms for 
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the growing bilateral relationship, and served as the genesis of the Alliance command in 

1978.  The OPS was not officially a part of the UNC staff, instead it was attached to the 

USFK staff, with the USFK J3 serving as its director.  While it was not officially part of 

the UNC, the work it performed did influence how the UNC planned for the defense of 

Korea.125   

In conjunction with and following the redeployment of ROK forces from Vietnam 

significant force structure changes occurred.  A decision was made in early 1971 to 

transform the I U.S. Corps (Group), which was responsible for defending the western 

half of the ROK, into a temporary integrated headquarters by embedding ROK officers 

into the Corps Group staff.  The ROK would replace this command with a ROK Field 

Army like they had in the eastern half of the country.  The I Corps (ROK/U.S.) Group 

became operational on July 1, 1971.  The ROK military organized another Field Army 

headquarters, the Third ROK Army (TROKA), on July 1, 1973.  The ROKG was 

uncomfortable with this transition, preferring to keep the I Corps (ROK/U.S.) Group 

operational.   In the end TROKA retained peacetime Title 10-like operational command, 

less operational control over three ROK Corps under the I Corps (ROK/U.S.) Group’s 

direct operational control.  I Corps (ROK/U.S.) Group remained operational until 1980 

when it was redesignated and transformed (slightly) into the Combined Field Army 

(ROK/U.S.).126     

In 1975 the UNC and USFK staff initiated a research project for a future U.S. / ROK 

combined, joint headquarters to serve as a successor command to UNC.  

Simultaneously, the ROK and U.S. merged two separately held exercises in May 1975, 

the ROKG mobilization exercise ULCHI, and the UNC computer-assisted, Operation 
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Plan-oriented, command post exercise FOCUS-LENS.  This combined exercise tested 

the proficiency of a U.S. / ROK combined battle staff.  It was after this first test iteration 

that the UNC/USFK Commander recommended these two exercises remain combined, 

and also that the U.S. and ROK Governments pursue a “joint Korean-American 

command structure.”  Thereafter the combined ULCHI-FOCUS LENS served as a 

vehicle to test out concepts envisioned for the future CFC, and remains an annual 

exercise to this day (albeit under a slightly modified name).127  FOCUS LENS was an 

annual computer-assisted UNC exercise held since 1968 (replacing the 

COUNTERBLOW AND STRONG SHIED exercises held by the Far East Command and 

UNC since the 1950s).  ULCHI was an annual mobilization exercise held by the ROK 

since 1969, following the attempted DPRK special forces raid on the ROK presidential 

palace in 1968.128  
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Appendix B: USG Effort to Disestablish UNC 

By the early 1970s significant negative momentum was building within the UNGA 

against the continued existence of the UNC.  Friendly nations to the DPRK submitted 

draft agenda items in committees and draft resolutions within the UNGA calling for the 

UNC to dissolve itself and for the U.S. forces to withdraw from the ROK.  On December 

17, 1974, the UNGA passed resolution 3333 based on the results of the 1972 inter-

Korean dialogue.  UNGAR 3333 asked the UNSC to consider UNC dissolution in 

conjunction with separate arrangements to maintain the Armistice Agreement.129  It is 

important to remember that at this point in time (1974), the UN consisted of 138 

member states, which were virtually equally split into three camps - those that 

supported the ROK, those that supported the DPRK, and those who wished to remain 

neutral.  In contrast, in 1950 when UNSCR’s 82-85 were passed, the UN system was 

less than five years old and consisted of 59 member states, of which 40 member 

nations provided some form of support to the ROK. 

In view of the serious challenge building within the UNGA the U.S. initiated a 

reassessment of the UNC and its position within the ROK.130  The reassessment, which 

included consultation with the ROK and dialogue with relevant stakeholders, resulted in 

the USG submitting a letter to the President of the UNSC on June 27, 1975, which 

telegraphed that the U.S. was prepared to terminate the UNC on January 1, 1976.  The 

U.S. stipulated that the ROK and U.S. would act as “successors in command as 

provided for in paragraph 17 of the Armistice Agreement,” provided the KPA and CPV 

agree “that the Armistice Agreement will continue in force.”131  Communication between 

the ROK and U.S. was positive, while UNC Sending State reactions or opinions to the 
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U.S. letter / proposal are scant – most dialogue between the USG and the Sending 

States was related to the ROK clandestine nuclear weapon program.132   
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